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A Note on the Second Asymptotic Efficiency 
of Estimators an Autoregressive Process* 

Masafumi AKAHIRA** 

Abstract 

Let {Xi} be defined by Xi=fJXi-1+V i (i=1, 2, ... ), where Xo=O and {Ud 

is a sequence of independent identically distributed real random variabLes having 

a density f with mean 0 and variance (J2. We assume that I e 1< 1. The 

purpose of this paper is to obtain the bound of the second order asymptotic 

distributions of second order asymptotically median unbiased estimators of e 
and the estimator of e attaining it, that is, the second order asymptotically 

efficient estimator of e. 

1. In trod uction 

Let Xi (i = 1, 2, ... ) be defined recursively by 

Xi=eXi-1+U i i=l, 2, ''', 

where Xo = 0 and {Vi: i = 1, 2, ... } is a sequence of independent identically distributed real 

random variables having a density f with mean 0 and variance (J2. 

We shall define an estimator to be second order asymptotically efficient if the second 

order asymptotic distribution of it attains the bound of the second order asymptotic distribu

tions of second order asymptotically median unbiased (AMU) estimators of e. We assume 

that I e 1< 1. The purpose of this paper is to obtain the bound of the second order asymptotic 

distributions of second order AMU estimators of B and to show that a modified least squares 

estimator of e is second order asymptotically efficient. The approach in this paper is similar 

to Bahadur [2J dealing with the bound for asymptotic variances. 

2. Notations and definitions 

Let. X be an abstract sample space whose generic point IS denoted by x, .93 a (J-field 

of subsets of X, and let 8 be a parameter space, which is assumed to be an open set in a 

Euclidean I-space RI. We shall denote by (XC11), .93 cn ») the n-fold direct products of (X, .93). 

For each 12=1,2, "', the point of XC 7l
) will be denoted by Xn=(Xl, ''', Xn). We consider a 

sequence of classes of probability measures [Pn,o: BE8} (71=1,2, ... ) each defined on (XCI!\ 

93(n») such that for each 12 = 1, 2, ... and each BE (9 the following holds: 

PII.0(B(7I»)=P n + 1•O(B(1L) xX) 

for all BC7I)E.93(n). 

An estimator of e is defined to be a sequence {en} of .93(II)-measurabJe functions en on 

XCn) into (9 (n = 1, 2, ... ). 

* Recieved on June 3, 1975. 
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For an increasing sequence of positive numbers {Cn} (lim Cn=oo) an estimator {en} IS 

called consistent with order {Cn} (or {cn}-consistent for short) if for every s>O and every -9 

of 8, there exist a sufficiently small positive number 8 and a sufficiently large positive number 

L satisfying the following: 

lim sup Pn,o({cnlen-BI?::L})<s 
n-HX) 8: ,8-..91 <0 

. (Akahira [lJ). 

In the subsequent discussions we shall deal only with the case when Cn = Vn. Let 

{en} be a {Vn}-consistent estimator. 

Definition 1. {en} is second order asymptotically median unbiased (or second order 

AMU for short) if for any -9 E 8 there exists a positive number 8 such that 

lim sup vnlpn,e ({vn(en-B)::;;O})- 211 =0 
12-+00 8 E 1~( ..9) 

where lo(-9)=UJ-o, -9+8). 

Definition 2. For {en} second order asymptotically median unbiased F e(t)+(ljVn) 

Ge(t) is called a second order asymptotic distribution of it if 

lim vnl Pn,e( {V71(en-B)::;;t} )-Fe(t)-(l/vn)Ge(t) 1=0. 

If {en} is second order AMU, then FI6n),8+, F/Bn),8-, G/Bn),8+ and G/Bn).8- are defined as 
follows: 

lim VnlPn,e( {Vn(en-e)::;;t} )-F/Bn).8+(t)-(1/Vn)G/6n),8+(t)1 =0 (2.1) 
n->oo 

for all t ?::O, 

lim VnlPn,e( {vn(en-e)::;;t} )-F{Bn),8-(t)-(1/V71)G/Bn).8-(t)1 =0 (2.2) 
n-+oo 

for all t<O. 

Let Bo( E 8) be arbitrary but fixed. Consider the problem of testing hypothesis H+: 61 = 

Bo+(tjvn) (t>0) against alternative K: 61=61 0• We define fjeo+(t) and T()o+(t) as follows: 

sup lim vn {En,()o(¢;n)-/3eo+(t)-(l/vn)Te/(t)} =0 
{¢n) E(/hlz n-+oo 

(2.3) 

where rIh/z= {{¢n} : En,8o+(t/",/n) (¢n)=lj2+0(1/Yn), O::;;¢n(xn)::;;l for all xnEX(n) (n=l, 

2, ... )}. 

Putting A/Bn),8= {Vn(en-B)::;;t} we have for t>O 

Pn,8o+(t/",/n) (A/8n),8o)=Pn,8o+(t/~'7I) ({Yn(en-Bo-(t/Vn»)::;;O})= ; + o(J n)' 

Since a sequence {lA/en).8o} of the indicators (or characteristic functions) of A{tjn).8o (n=l, 

2, ... ) belongs to rtJ 11Z , it follows from (2. 1) and (2. 3) that 

lim Vn {F (Bn), 8o+(t) + (ljvn)G /Bn). 8o+(t)- fjeo +(t) - (l/Vn)re/(t)} ::;;0 (2.4) 
11-+00 

for all t> O. 

Consider next the problem of the testing hypothesis H-: e=Bo+(t/v71) (t<0) against 

alternative K: 61 = 61 0• Then we define f3eo -(t) and Teo -(t) as follows: 

inf lim vn {En,e,(¢;n)-fje,-(t)-(l/V71)Teo-(t)} =0. (2.5) 
{¢n)E([;I/%I~ 

In a similar way as the case t > 0, we have from (2. 2) and (2. 5) 

lim Vn {F(6n).8o-(t)+(1/Vn)G{Bn),8o-(t)-fje,-(t)-(1/Yn)Te,-(t)}?::0 (2.6) 
1/-+00 
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for all t<O. 

Since 80 is arbitrary) the bound of the second order asymptotic distributions of second order 

AMU estimators is obtained as follows: 

lim Vn {Fro,,),o+(t)+(l/Vn)G,e,,!,e+(t)-,8o+(t)-(l/Vn)ro+(t)}::;;O for all L>O; 
n-'CXJ 

71-+00 

For any 8Ee letting ,80+(0)= 1/2 and 70+(0)=0 we make the following definition. 

Definition 3. For {8 11 } second 07-d:Jr asymptotically median unbiased it zs caLLed 

second order asymptotically efficient zf for each e E e 

. _ . j!'lo+(t)+Jn're+(t)+o(Jn) for aIL QO, 

ltmP71,O({V n(871-8)~t})= l 
ll-->OO 1 ( 1 ) ,8o-(t)+,/--7o-(t)+o /-- for all t<O. 

v n 1.- n 

Throughout the subsequent section we assume that X = Rl and 8 is an open interval 

(-1,1) and consider an autoregressive proc.ess {Xd given in Introduction. 

3. Second order asymptotic efficiency of estimators 

In this section it will be shown that the bound of the second order asymptotic distribu

tions of second order AMU estimators of e is obtained using the best test statistics and that a 

modined least squares estimator of e is second order asymptotically efficient if f is a normal 

density with mean 0 and variance (j2. We assume the following: 

Assumption (A). f is continuously dillerentiable for four tim.es and f(u»O for all u. 

Let 80 be arbitrary but fixed in 8. Consider the problem of testing hypothesis H: fJ = 
fJo+ (t/V--;:Z) (t >0) against alternative K: fJ = fJo. Putting 81 = 80 + L1 with il = t/V--;:Z, we 

define Z in as follows: 

If e = fJo) then we have 

f(U i ) 

Zin=log f(Ui-JX i- 1
) 

= iJ cpl (U i ) X i - 1 - ~2 cp" (U i ) X i_1 2 + ~3 cjJ"I(Ui) Xi_1 3 - :~ cjJ(4)(Ui*)Xi_14 (3. 1) 

where cjJ(u)=logf(u) and for each i, U i* lies between Vi and Vi-LlXi-l. 

If 8=8 1, then we have 

Z. -1 f(U i + JXi - 1) 
m- og f(U

i
) 

= LJ cpt (U i) X i-1 + il
2 
cp" (U i) X i_1 2 + iJ3 dJIII (U i) X i _ 13+ il4 cp(4)(U i**) X i_1 4 (3. 2) 

2 6 ' 24 

where for each i, Vi** lies between Ui and Ui+ilX i- l • 

For the subsequent discussions we assume the following: 

Assumption (B). d 4 log f(u)/du" (= <//'D(U)) is a bounded function and lim f(u) = 
tI-,±CO 

lim f'(U)= lim f"(u)=O and EC!Vi!kJ<co '.k=l, 2, 3, 4). 
tI-+±oo tI-+±oo 
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Then we have 

~:oo(j/ I! (u)f(u)du = - 3 ~:oo ¢I! (u) ¢' (u) f(u) du - ~:co {(pI (u)} 3 f(u)du. 

Put I=~:CO{cjJ'(U)Pf(u)dU, J=~:COcf/(U)q/'(U)f(u)dU, K=~:oo{¢!(U)}3f(u)du and 

/.13 = ~:ooU3 f(u)du. 

Since E(¢!/(U i»= -I, 
(3. 1) that 

Similarly we have 

Further we have 

[{ n. (n. )}3] jJ3nK!l3 3 
Eoo l;:lZm-Eoo i~l Zm 1-6

0
3 +o(nJ ) 

Since J=t/Vn, it follows from (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) that 

E (n Z) t 2
(J2J t 3 /13(3J + K) -L. (_1_). 

00 i~l in 2(1-6 0
2) 6 V n (1-803) I 0 Vn ' 

[{ 
n ( n ) }3] t

3 
!l3K ( 1 ) 

Eoo i~l Zin -Eo. i~l Zin V n (1-603) +0 Y n . 

Since 8 1 = 80 + (t/vn), it follows that for sufficiently large n 

1 1 2t80 ( 1 ) 
1-81

Z =I-802 +Yn(1-802)Z+0 Vn ; 

1 1 3t80
2 

( 1 ) 
1-81

3 =1-603 +y- n (1-603)Z +0 y- n . 

In a similar way as the case 8=80 we have from (3.2), (3.9) and (3.10) 

If 

H (n z.)- t 2
(J2I t 3

(J2I8 0 t3/1s(3J+K) +o( 1 ). 
J..JBI i~l m - 2(1-80

2) V n (1-80
2)2 6 V n (1-80

3) V n ' 

( n ) t 2
(J2I 2t 3

(J2I8 0 /13J ( 1 ) 
VOl ~~1 Zin =1-60

2 +V n (1-80
2)2 +V n (1-8 0

3) +0 y- n ; 

EO(~l Zin) = /1+) n C1 +0(; n) ; 

VO(~l Zin) =V2+) n CZ+O() n) ; 
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then using Gram-Charlier expansionc*) we have 

where q>(x) = C
Z 

¢(u)du with ¢(u) = 1 e-(u'/2). 
J -00 Y2n-

Next we shall choose a such that 

P n •81 (t~l Zin2 a }) = ~ + o(yl n ). 

For the purpose putting 

cJ;(a- l1 ) _¢(a-li)[~+ C2 (a-Ii) +~={(a-Ii)2 -I}] 
v v v Y n 2 v 2 Y n v t) v 3 Y n v 

=~+O(Jn) 
=cJ;(O)+o(J n)' 

we have 

a- I1 _0 (_1 ) 
v - yn-' 

Since 

C3 ) + ( 1 ) 
6v3 Y n 0 Y n 

where ~ lies between 0 and (a- /l)!V, we obtain 

a = 11 + ::
1 
n 6 v 2CV n + 0 ( yl ;-) . 

From (3. 11)---(3. 16) and (3. 18) we have 

a= 
t 3 113(3J + K) 

6 V n (1-80 3) 

On the other hand since 

putting 

we have from (3. 6), (3. 7), (3. 8) and (3. 19) 

147 

(3. 16) 

(3. 17) 

(3. 18) 

(3. 20) 

* Since Zin are not independently and identically distributed, the usual form of Gram-Charlier expan
sion may not be applicable but in this particular situation it can be proved that Gram-Charlier 
expansion holds true. 
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(3. 21) 

(3. 22) 

P n 0 W n<' __ v_ 
({ 

L~ -21 }) 
,0 -1-002 

_ :J(!~~.!---) ,(~~~J~_){ .t
2
r;VTeo t2V1-tJo~Jl3 ?} (_1_) 

-(f V1-U02 +rp V1--(702 Vn(1-002r~/2+6JV 1 Vn(1_6I03)(3J+K) +0 V n ' 
If 18 n} is 'second order asymptotically median unbiased, then it follows by (2. I), (2. 3), (2.4) 

and the fundamental lemma of Neyman and Pearson that for all t > ° 
!~~ Vn[PIl,oo( {Vn'(871-00)~t} )-(/j(~~~-;'~2) 

, (LaVY){ t
2a1/TOo I t

2V1-0 0
2/13 ') }] 

-(jJ vl-ei Vn(1-B02)3 12'6.1V[Vn(1-003)(0J+K) ~o. 

In a similar way as the case t > 0, we have by (2.2), (2.5), (2.6) and the fundamental lemma 

of Neyman and Pearson 

:~n: Vn[ P n, e.( {Vn(Bn - 00) ~ t} ) - q;( :;~I2 ) 
( 
taVT){ t 2aVTBo t

21/1-00
2/13 }] 

-¢ v1-002 Vn(1_002)3/2+6aVIVn(1_003)(3J+K) 2::0. 

for all t <0. 

Since 00 is arbitrary, we have now established 

Theorem 1. Under Assumptions (A) and (B), the bound of the second order asymp

totic distn'butions of second order AMU estimators {Bn} is given as follows: 

-- -[ - . ( taVT) ~~r: V n P n•o( {v n (On-fJ)~t} )-q; V1-6 2-

ItavT){ t
2(JvTo t

2Vl-61 2 /13 I}] 
-¢\VI-02 Vn(1-612)3/Z+6aV 1 Vn(1_03)(3J-rK) ~O (3.23) 

for all t 2:: ° ; 
~~r: Vn[Pn,o( {vn(BIl-O)~t} )-q;(:;~) 

_ (taV-f){ t
2
aVTo t2vi-02/13 J K}J>O 

¢ Vi-oz V n (1_6 2)3/2 + 6 V 1 V n (1-03) (3 + ) - (3. 24) 

for aLL t<O. 

The least squares estimator (its of 0 is given by (.t XiXi-I)!.£ X i_12. It is seen that 
1=2 1=2 

under Assumptions (A) and (B) e l.S is a {Vn} -consistent estimator. We assume that f is 

a normal density. Then Assumptions (A) and (B) hold. 

Since 
n 

(l/Vn) L: UiX i- 1 

Vn(BL.S-B)= i;2 

(lin) L: X i _ 12 

i=2 

it follows that Vn(fhs-f)):{,t jf and only if 
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Put 

1 n t n 
Z --" L'X· -- '" X· 2 11-,/- L-.J • ,-1 6 1-1· 

V n i=2 n i=2 

Since 

using Gram-Charlier exansion we obtain 

Pn,e( {Yn(BLs-B)s;:t}) 

= P n, e( {Z n:::;; O} ) 

=([j(Y1~B2) +¢(Y1~B2){ Y n (f~B2)3/2 + Y n ~1-62 } +oC) n)' 

149 

As is immediately seen from above, B LS is not second order AMU. If we define a modified 

least squares estimator B LS* as follows: 

. ( 1 ) . 6LS*= 1+-;- BLS , 

then B LS* is second order AMU and 

(3. 25) 

Since (/21= 1 and /13 = 0, it follows from (3. 23), (3. 24) and (3. 25) that the second order 

asymptotic distribution of B LS* attains the bound of the second order asymptotic distributions 

of second order AMU estimators. Therefore we have now established 

Theorem 2. If f is a normal density with mean 0 and variance (/2, then B LS* is 

second order asymptotically efficient. 
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